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A big thank to the organisers
who made this in-person

conference possible

Where are we?
(Risk to state the obvious)



The Standard Model is Incomplete:

Neutrinos are massive

The cosmological evolution requires Dark Matter

From direct detection experiments: less than weakly interacting
if its mass is in the ∼ 3− 500 GeV range

The pattern of quark/neutrino masses and mixing angles is not
understood

The origin of the baryon asymmetry in the universe is not
understood



The Standard Model has Fine Tuning Problems:

Radiative corrections to the Higgs mass2 (with cutoff at
MPlanck ∼ 1018 GeV) are 1032 times larger than the observed value

With Supersymmetry at the TeV scale: Still ∼ 102 times larger

Radiative corrections to the cosmological constant are 1054 times
larger than the observed value (→ World record in disagreement
between theory and observations)

The strong CP-problem: Why is CP broken in the CKM matrix for
quark Yukawa couplings, but not in QCD?
(would generate a too large neutron dipole moment)

Possible solution: axion?



Hints for Deviations from the Standard Model:

Muon (g-2): Combining BNL and FNAL experiments:
4.2σ larger than SMe+e−, 1.5σ larger than SMlattice value

Electron (g-2): 2.4σ smaller than SM value
(from QED fine structure constant)

Violation of Lepton Flavour Universality in B decays:

Br(B→K (∗)µ+µ−)

Br(B→K (∗)e+e−)
∼ 3σ lower than SM value

Br(B→D(∗)τ ν̄τ )

Br(B→D(∗)l ν̄)
∼ 3σ larger than SM value

Br(Bs → µ+µ−) ∼ 2σ lower than SM value



What have we learned this week?



Standard Model

Seng, Chien Yeah: New Calculations of Neutron and Kaon Decays
New combination of current algebra (Sirlin), ChPT and lattice results:
Improvement of precision of leptonic Neutron and Kaon decay widths
from 10−3 to 10−4.
→ Impact on CKM matrix elements Vud , Vus :

Confirms the Cabbibo-angle anomaly:
|Vud |2 + |Vus |2 + |Vub|2 = 0.9985(5) < 1

Vos, Marcel: Running B mass from Higgs Couplings
QCD: mb(µ) with mb(mb) = 4.18+0.03

−0.02 GeV; mb(mH) =?
Input: Higgs couplings from BR(bb)/BR(ZZ ) from
ATLAS-CONF-2020-027, CMS EPJC77 (2019)5,421
expressed in terms of signal strengths µbb/µZZ

→ mb(mH) = 2.60+0.36
−0.30 GeV SM: mb(mH) = 2.79+0.03

−0.02 GeV OK



Effective Field Theory beyond the Standard Model
SMEFT: Add higher dimensional operators to the SM

L = LSM +
∑

i

Cd
i O

d
i

where Od
i are operators of dimension d ≥ 5, Cd

i are unknown coefficients
parametrizing New Physics operators of dimension 4-d,
used to constrain (or discover) BSM physics by experiments.

Issues:

Higher dimensional operators are also induced by radiative corrections
in the SM, and additional higher dimensional operators induce
additional rad. corrections.

Ambiguities due to possible field redefinitions

Treatment of SU(2)×U(1) symmetry breaking



West, Mia: SMEFT: quest for uniqueness
Not all extensions of the SM by higher dimensional operators
approach the SM for Cd

i → 0 if

the Higgs field is decomposed into VeV + Goldstones,
extra sources for SU(2) symmetry breaking exist.

Mike Trott: The geometric SMEFT
Independence of amplitudes on redefinitions of the background Higgs
field
→ consider the background Higgs field as coordinates,
→ the dependence of amplitudes on the Higgs field in the presence of
higher order operators can be expressed in terms of geometric
quantities,
→ allows handle the impact of higher order operators/theoretical
uncertainties



Models Beyond the SM: Extended Higgs Sectors

The Fermion sector of the SM consists in three generations; why should
the Higgs sector be so much simpler?
Many well motivated extensions of the SM (supersymmetry,
compositeness..) predict extended Higgs sectors.

Their discovery may be difficult if

light extra scalars have small couplings to SM Fermions, gauge
bosons and SM Higgs;
relevant searches are h→ aa/ss forMa,s = 0...62.5 GeV!
(Many searches by ATLAS/CMS)

heavy extra scalars have large branching fraction into light extra
scalars...

This happens in large regions in parameter space of
2HDMs, (N)MSSM,...



Extra SU(2) doublets include a charged Higgs
→ If type 2 as in Susy: constraints from b → s + γ, direct searches
→ all members of extra SU(2) doublets (H,A,H±) must be heavier than
∼ 350 GeV, nearly degenerate;
vevs of H constrained by SM-like couplings of h125 to Z/W

Robens, Tania: More Doublets and Singlets
Overview of/constraints on models with extra singlets/2HDM,

e.g. Inert 2HDM with
DM candidate:
MA −MH vs. MH± −MH :
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Many possibilities for cascade decays!
Proposed new signatures: pp → h + H± →W + 4γ, 4τ, 4b, 2µ2τ ...
Discovery prospects/sensitivities at future colliders
muon/electron colliders → VBF starts playing a role!



Models with Extended Higgs Sectors

Dorsner, Ilja: Towards a minimal SU(5) model
A GUT with extended scalar sector to generate realistic Yukawa
couplings, gauge coupling unification
→ radiatively generated Majorana neutrino masses (one massless),
extra weakly coupled scalars below 100 TeV.
Proton decay consistent with present bounds.

Miralles, Victor: Constraints on coloured scalars incl EDMs
Motivated by GUTs with Minimal Flavour Violation
→ comprehensive analysis of theoret. and exp. constraints
New: Two-loop-contr. to (neutron) EDMs
↔ complementary to constraints from b → s + γ



Supersymmetry

ATLAS, CMS: Lower limits on sparticle masses (gluinos, 1st generation
squarks) are at least in the TeV range:

Actually these limits assume simple one-step squark decays;
they get reduced - but not tremendously - in case of cascade decays



→ left with some fine tuning issue with Susy at the GUT/Planck scale:
Consider running masses: M2

Gluino induces M2
Stop ∼ 1TeV2 which induces

in V(H): −M2
Higgs ∼ −1TeV2 unless tuned parameters by at least ∼ 10−2

Still: R-parity conserving Susy can explain

dark matter,

gauge coupling unification,

(g-2)
(e+e−)
µ via EW gaugino/smuon loops

Maselek, Rafal: Susy, stable neutralino, g-2

MSSM with stable neutralino explaining g-2
(e+e−)
µ :

strongly constrained by combination of
LHC searches (lepton plus Emiss

T ), relic abundance,
dark matter direct detection experiments.
May be completely rule out in the future
GMSB with very light gravitino (→ unstable LSP):
allowed regions with slepton/stau NLSP.

(→ left with the NMSSM with singlino LSP?)



(g-2)µ
Dominant uncertainty in the SM prediction:
Hadronic vacuum polarization (HVP):

BNL+FNAL combination (aµ × 1010): 11659206.1± 4.1
SM with HPV from R from e+e−: 11659181.0± 4.3
Exp.-SM: 25.1± 5.9→ 4.2σ

Lellouch, Laurent: g-2 Lattice review
Explained the formalism behind and the contributions to aµ =

gµ−2
2

Budapest-Marseille-Wuppertal coll.
in Nature 2021:
HPV=707.5± 5.5 instead of
HPV=684.5± 4.0 from e+e−

→ Exp.-SM reduced to 1.5σ
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Issue: Relation to HPV from e+e− where q2 > 0,
(subtracted) dispersion relation required



(g-2)µ, Models

Cornet-Gomez, Fernando: Leptonic g-2 2HDM
Two Higgs doublet models, new Yukawa couplings in the lepton
sector,
opposite signs for δaµ/δae are possible with δaµ from 1 loop,
δae (or both) from 2-loop Barr-Zee,
satisfies constraints from LFU, meson mixing, b → s + γ, LEP,
LHC direct searches
→ explain the electron and muon g-2(e+e−) anomalies
a scalar may explain an excess in ggF → H → ττ



H0 Tension

Witte, Samuel: Solutions to Hubble-LeMaitre tension
H0 Tension:
Early universe (Planck, DES+BAO+BBN): H0 = 67.4
Late universe (SH0ES): H0 = 74.0 → 7σ tension
Solutions must not spoil the successes of the ΛCDM
Late universe solutions (z >∼ 0.01): conflict with SN data
Early universe solutions may reduce, not resolve the tension:

Self-interacting Dark Radiation
eV scale Majoron
Early Dark Energy
Varying Electron Mass
Baryon Clumping (by primord. Magnetic fields)

Most (all?) “solutions” are not really solutions...



Axions
Axions a(x) (or axion-like particles, ALPs) are pseudo-Goldstone bosons
which transform by a shift under a U(1) symmetry, typically a
Peccei-Quinn symmetry which solves the strong CP problem
→ neutral, couplings to gauge field strengths2, derivative couplings to SM
fermions, tiny (symmetry breaking) mass, long lifetimes

Schnubel, Marvin: Flavour probes of axion-like particles
Model: ALP with lepton-flavor-violating (µ− e) couplings:
→ possible explanation of (g-2)µ, (g-2)e

→ summary of constraints from LFV muon decays, EDMs
→ bounds on ALP couplings as a function of its mass.

Bonilla, Jess: One loop corrections to ALP couplings
ALPs couple to SM gauge bosons, Fermions, relevant for ALP
production and decays
Here: complete 1 loop corrections
ALP-mediated Vector Boson Scattering at LHC
→ tests of EW ALP couplings



Models for Dark Matter

Junius, Sam: DM and displaced signatures
Model for DM with nearly degenerate Dirac Fermions χ1,2,
extra U(1)A′ ; the dark photon A′ mixes with Z
A′ lifetime too long to be observable at colliders, visible only at fixed
target experiments → constraints from LSND, CHARM,
future SeaQuest, SBM, LDMX

Mutzel, Sophie: Axionlike DM mediators
Fermionic dark matter, couples to ALPs which couple to SM fields
→ various alternative DM genesis scenarios
→ new calculation of constraints

Costa, Marco: Composite asymmetric dark matter
Model: Dark confining gauge group + dark quarks → dark baryons
Extra U(1) broken by extra scalar → asymmetry, dark baryons stable
or long lived. Relic density possibly related to SM baryon density if
extra scalar very heavy



Neutrinos

Sources: Atmospheric, solar, SN, reactor, Gallium and accelerator
experiments

Maltoni, Michele: 3 Families neutrino fit
Summary of the determination of neutrino masses and mixing angles
(NuFIT Collaboration):
Tension on preferred ∆m2

12 from solar and KamLAND data reduced
after Neutrino 2020 conference.
Hints for normal mass ordering over inverse order seem to fade away.
The three-neutrino scenario is robust.

De Romeri, Valentina: Neutrino decoherence at reactors
Decoherence: the QM wave packets corresponding to different
neutrino mass eigenstates propagate with different speeds
→ the wave-packets ultimately separate.
The phenomenon depends on the effective width σ of the neutrino
wave-packet (vanishes for σ →∞).
No evidence up to date, but measurable (lower bounds on σ) at
reactor experiments.



Light Sterile Neutrinos

Motivated by anomalies in reactor (?) and Ga experiments

Ternes, Christoph: Reactor antineutrino anomaly status
Previously: −3σ deficit of events in reactor rates
Update of flux/rate calculations
→ reactor antineutrino anomaly mostly resolved (< 2σ)
agreement with solar neutrino bounds,
but tension with the 3+1 explanation of the Gallium anomaly

Colomar, Pilar: Sterile neutrinos: global fit (reactors+Ga)
Possible effects of light sterile neutrinos:
Overall depletion of event rates (reactors, Gallium, Solar), oscillations
None of the reactor experiments observed a clear signal at high
significance (except Neutrino-4 : 3σ)
Updated statistical analysis:
→ Reactor spectral data is globally consistent with 3 neutrinos (1.1σ)
Gallium + solar: in tension at 3σ



Light Sterile Neutrinos

Sandner, Stefan: Unstable neutrinos relax cosmological bounds
From acustic oscillations due to hot DM:

∑
mν <∼ 0.12 eV

Many successful neutrino oscillation models predict
∑

mν > 0.12 eV
Impact of unstable neutrinos? (SM: ν life time > age of universe)
3-body decays excluded by BBN, SNSN1987A, ββ - decay
Allowed: νi → ν4 + Φ/Z ′

Model: Neutrino mass matrix with 2-zero texture (See-Saw),
U(1)µ−τ ,

∑
mν up to 1 eV

→ accordance with all available neutrino data



Heavy Sterile Neutrinos

Motivated by Seesaw Mechanism with TeV scale neutrinos,
Matter-Antimatter Asymmetry via Leptogenesis, possibly dark matter

Deppisch, Frank: Probes of heavy sterile neutrinos
Review of limits from current searches (on νe − N mixing)

For mN >∼ 1 GeV
(satisfies constraints from BBN):
Constraints from LHC
(ATLAS, CMS, Higgs decays),
EW precision

Can be improved by future e+e−, HL-LHC, ILC, CLIC,
Synergy with 0νββ experiments for mN <∼ 10 GeV

Piazza, Gioacchino: Heavy neutral leptons beyond simplified scenarios
ATLAS/CMS search for heavy neutrinos in pp → `+`+`− + Emiss

T and
pp → `±`±j , limits on masses/couplings assume one heavy neutrino.
Here: recast of limits in case of two heavy neutrinos (single mixing)



Neutrinos from Supernovae

Neutrinos, heavy neutrinos, dark photons A′ would be copiously produced
by supernovae in our galaxy (1-3/Year);

Mastrototaro, Leonardo: 511 keV constraints on feeble interactions

Heavy sterile neutrinos with Ms <∼ 100 MeV: decay possibly into
ντ + e− + e+, positrons annihilate with electrons into 511 keV γ-rays
→ New constraints from INTEGRAL-SPI experiment on Uτs vs. Ms

Dark photons (A’ mix with A ∼ ε) decay into positrons + ... ,
→ New constraints from INTEGRAL-SPI experiment on ε vs. MA′

Mukhopadhyay, Mainak: Memory triggered supernova neutrino
detection
Supernova core collapse → permanent distortion of local space-time,
transition measurable by future GW detectors
Proposal: use it to trigger search for neutrinos
→ improved sensitivity to core collapse supernova neutrinos,
potentially sensitive to supernovae up to ∼ 300 Mpc



Neutrinos from Supernovae

Sen, Manibrata: Constraining (pseudo-Dirac) neutrinos from
supernovae
SN1987A energy spectra: Tension between IMB and Kamiokande.

Model: Pseudo-Dirac neutrinos: Dirac + very small Majorana masses
(which violate lepton number) → oscillations over very large distances

SN1987A spectra processed by oscillations
→ best fit for δm2 ∼ [6− 7]× 10−20eV2

Can be confirmed/ruled out by Hyper-K and DUNE



Origin of CP violation

Valenti, Alessandro: Spontaneous CP violation
CP-phase δCKM ∼ 1.2,
CP-phase θ̄ = θQCD + arg det(YuYd ) < 10−10

Nelson-Barr model: extra scalar Σ with vev ξ = y < Σ >
→ spontaneous CP breaking,
extra fermion Ψ with mass mΨ, extra Yukawa yΣΨd
Constraints (explicit UV models, θ̄ to 3 loops):
1 TeV2 <∼ ξ

†ξ + m2
Ψ
<∼ (10 TeV)2

Allows to obtain δCKM , θ̄, valid alternative to the QCD axion



Heavy Flavours/LFV: Status

Becirevic, Damir: A critical overview of flavor anomalies

Large number of observables
in flavour physics:



Dominant deviations from the SM: Def.: RK (?) = BR(B→K (?)µ+µ−)

BR(B→K (?)e+e−)
:

R
[1.1,6]
K , R

[1.1,6]
K? , R

[0.045,1.1]
K? deviate from the SM by 3.1σ, 2.5σ, 2.3σ

RD(?) : 3.3σ above SM value

Bs → µ+µ− deviates from the SM by 2σ

Angular observables for B → K ?µ+µ− deviate from the SM

BR(Bs → φµ+µ−) deviates from the SM

Becirevic, Damir: A critical overview of flavor anomalies
Viable Models: 2 (or more) scalar leptoquarks, or
a single vector-like leptoquark U1 → UV completion?
From direct searches: MU1

>∼ 1.x − 2 TeV

Remark on b → sνν̄ (proposal):

Dominant hadronic uncertainties cancel in the ratio B(B→K (?)νν̄)

B(B→K (?)``)

As of now, indications of LFUV in B decays survive experimental tests



Comments (UE)

A priori: Many observables in flavour physics,
expect > 2σ deviations (“anomalies”) for 5% of all observables!

Only if the previous processes are described by a EFT (restricted number
of effective operators): 4.3σ significance for “New Physics”

Otherwise: Issues with form factors? Statistical fluctuation?

On the other hand: New physics – before being firmly established – would
also manifest itself by such “anomalies”



Heavy Flavours/LFV: More Observables

Faroughy, Darius: Semi-leptonics at high pT
General effective Lagrangian for semi-leptonic transitions
qi q̄j → `±α `

∓
β , qi q̄j → `±α νβ, some of which show anomalies.

→ can also be studied via High-pT scatterings (Drell-Yan) at colliders
→ constraints on the effective coefficients from the high-mass tails of
the dilepton processes pp → `k`l

Naviglio, Manuel: B decay matrix elements
Determination of the momentum dependence of the form factors
entering semileptonic decays via Dispersive Matrix method:
Form factors at low-momentum transfer q2 from those computed
explicitly on the lattice at large q2.
Applied to b → c transitions
→ reduction of the Vcb puzzle and R(D?) anomaly.



Heavy Flavours/LFV: More Observables

Jaffredo, Florentin: B flavour anomalies with baryons
Baryon observables: Form Factors well known from lattice QCD
R(Λc) = BR(Λb→Λcτν)

BR(Λb→Λcµν) = 0.333± 0.013 (SM)
Measured by LHCb: 0.242± 0.076 → compatible, but opposite
tendency to R(D(?)). Allowed regions for the Wilson coefficients
remain practically the same. Secondary decays offer the possibility to
disentangle the Lorentz structure of NP.

Gisbert, Hector: Di-neutrino modes probing LFV
SU(2)-invariance links charged dilepton q̄q′`+`− and dineutrino
q̄q′ν̄ν couplings
→ implications for the branching ratios s → dνν̄ and c → uνν̄.
b → sνν̄: dineutrino limits are stronger than those from Drell-Yan.
In general: Complementary tests of lepton universality and charged
lepton flavor conservation with flavor-summed dineutrino observables.



Heavy Flavours/LFV: Models

Fedele, Marco: Muon g-2 and B-anomalies from DM
Class of minimal models that can address all anomalies:

3 fields: 1 Fermion, 2 scalars, various SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) repr.,
include a thermal Dark Matter candidate (scalar or fermion).
Satisfy constraints from B-physics, recast Susy searches,
DM relic density + direct detection experiments
4 fields: possible fit including (g-2)e+e−

µ

Crivellin, Andreas: Explaining the Cabbibo Angle anomaly
List of explanations of the Cabbibo Angle Anomaly (CAA):
New physics in beta decay or muon decays (↔ Fermi constant)
Model(s) with singly charged scalar with off-diag couplings to leptons,
additional vector-like leptons can adress simultaneously
the CAA, anomalies in b → s + µ+µ−, τ → µ+ νν̄, Z → bb̄



Heavy Flavours/LFV: Models

Lizana, Javier: Flavour hierarchies and anomalies from 5d
UV complete model with a U1 = (3, 1, 2/3), vector leptoquarks:
SU(4)× SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1), broken at TeV-scale,
SU(3)Color : subgroup of SU(4)× SU(3)
→ Multiscale 5d model with 3 branes, warped 5d geometry,
dual to strongly coupled gauge theories, Higgs as pseudo-Goldstone
boson, explains flavour hierarchies from a multi-scale origin.
→ Consistent UV model that can explain B-anomalies

Allwicher, Lukas: Lepton flavour universality in tau decays
Impact of 4321 models:
effective interactions relate B-anomalies to leptonic τ decays
Consider Rτµ = Γ(τ→µνν̄)

ΓSM (τ→µνν̄) :

Parameters fixed by fit to B-anomalies (incl. 1-loop)
Also: W -coupling modifications (need O(10−4) LFU tests)
Z-coupling modifications, but not as far as SM where
(Neff

ν − 2)exp = 0.9840± 0.0082
Modifications in leptonic τ decays: at the few per mil level



Heavy Flavours/LFV: Models

Thomsen, Anders: Muon anomalies: RK and g-2
Model for anomalies in b → sµµ and (g-2)e+e−

µ :
Gauged lepton-flavoured U(1)X .
Proton decay: τp > 1034 yr ↔ approximate the accidental symmetries
of the SM: baryon number, lepton numbers
→ ∼ 500 anomaly-free models with SM extended by right-handed
neutrinos, 2 scalar leptoquarks with M1,2 >∼ 1.7 TeV
(g-2)µ from scalar S3 or Xµ
All exp. constraints can be satisfied, possibly very elusive...

Steudtner, Tom: Explaining B anomalies with safe Z’ extensions
Model to explain RK (?) via U(1)’ gauge group with generation
dependent charges, MZ ′ >∼ 5 TeV.
BUT: Sizeable Z ′ couplings → Landau poles before MPlanck

→ add Nf vector-like fermons with U(1)′ charges, Nf × Nf scalars,
Yukawa couplings to tame Landau poles, stabilize Higgs potential.
→ RG running flat for most couplings
Z ′ could be probed at muon collider



Thank you for your nice presentations!

We have learned a lot



A remark by an early theorist:

(Georg Lichtenberg, German scientist and philosopher, 1742–1799)

A rather audacious philosopher, Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, I think,
said that there are many things in heaven and on earth that are not
mentioned in our compendia?.

If the simple fellow, who as is well known was not quite in his right
mind, was mocking our physics compendia, we might confidently
reply to him:

Very well, but then there are also many things in our compendia that
can be found neither in heaven nor on earth.

? Compendia: articles, preprints at that time

→ let’s move to experiments...


